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Red Dot News brings to you on a quarterly basis our news about the Company, Technology,
Customer success stories and much more. Stay tuned, happy reading and drop us a line at
sayittoitema@itemagroup.com to tell us what you think.
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MESSAGE OF THE CEO
I am delighted to inform you that Itema Group has acquired 61% of
shares in Lamiflex, leading supplier of technical composite products, and
a minority stake in NoeCha, provider of high-tech, wide-format printing
solutions. The acquisitions are part of a wider strategy of Itema and
our Shareholders, namely the Radici family with 60% of shares and the
Arizzi e Torri families with the remaining 40%, to ultimately accelerate the
continued expansion and secure the long-term profitability of Itema by
diversifying into complementary, high-growth markets through stakes in
innovation-driven companies which offer significant economies of scale to
fuel the joint development of each others’ core businesses.
Following a remarkable five-year period in which Itema Group has doubled
the sales of our weaving machines with consecutive, double-digit growth
per annum, our Company is now ready to strengthen the technology
leadership position, to quicken the pace of expansion and to accelerate
our global reach through targeted acquisitions.
We chose Lamiflex and NoeCha due to their forward-thinking missions and innovative approaches, which
perfectly match our dedication to supply top-performing, advanced machinery. Combining our strengths,
we will no doubt reach new heights of success in the development and manufacturing of innovative,
highly technological products. Itema will guarantee to Lamiflex and NoeCha Customers worldwide a
structured organization, based on lean manufacturing concepts in its world-class production sites and on
a global network of agents and distributors. We are confident that this first round of acquisitions will act
as an important launch-pad for our diversification strategy and will bring positive results in the nearest
future, creating significant synergies and adding value for our Customers and Shareholders.
Headquartered in Ponte Nossa, Bergamo province, Lamiflex specializes in composites materials, such
as carbon fiber, glass fiber and Kevlar and offers a portfolio of innovative solutions and patented new
products with exceptional versatility and adaptability for industrial applications, catering to industries as
wide-ranging as weaving machinery, medical and aerospace, among others.
NoeCha, also Bergamo-based, is a quickly-scaling-up young company which offers high-tech printing
solutions, such as the revolutionary wide-format industrial UV-LED flatbed digital press, the NoeCha ONE,
for photo-realistic, high impact graphics. NoeCha ensures excellent printability on different type and size of
material up to 3.2 × 2 meters at production speeds with a native 600 dpi × 600 dpi image resolution.
Itema Group’s move is set to create and stimulate significant synergies along the respective supply
chains in which Itema, Lamiflex and NoeCha, as well as RadiciGroup companies operate and to grow
not only in the textile machinery sector, but also to expand into new, highly innovative sectors, such as
composites, and thus, together, be much more competitive than otherwise possible individually. These
acquisitions will lead to optimizing processes and improving product performances, as well as providing
advantages derived from a shorter, more sustainable supply chain, lessening the environmental impact
of the joint operations, in line with the principles of a circular, greener economy.
Carlo Rogora, Itema Group CEO
Discover more about Lamiflex

Discover more about NoeCha
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TECHNOLOGY CORNER

RAPIER

ITEMA R9500:
THE MOST POSITIVE NEGATIVE RAPIER MACHINE IN THE HISTORY
OF WEAVING—COUPLING SUPERIOR PERFORMANCES WITH
UNPARALLELED VERSATILITY
Ever since the introduction of the first rapier automatic shuttleless weaving machine by Somet exactly
50 years ago, the rapier weft transfer has been widely associated with versatility—an undeniable
advantage over other weft insertion systems when it comes to weaving a multitude of patterns and yarns.
Weaving technology has evolved over time to achieve significant improvements in performance and
production speed, in particular in the case of the negative rapier weft transfer system known to guarantee
excellent machine efficiency and higher productivity.
The Itema R9500—the most successful rapier machine in recent history—represents the perfect
synthesis of versatility and productivity.
Looking back at nearly 5 years since its launch in October 2012 and an impressive installed base around
the globe, we can attribute the main success factor of the R9500 loom to absolute best-in-class textile
performances in the market, as confirmed also by repeat orders and Customer trial results.
Itema succeeded in building on the best technical know-how, inherited from the fusion of weaving giants
Somet, Sulzer and Vamatex, with massive and continuous R&D investments, which resulted in today’s
R9500 success story. The Itema R9500 embodies the top aspects of positive and negative rapier weft
insertion systems offering the best balance between efficiency and versatility for the exclusive benefit of
Itema Customers.
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The Itema R9500 guarantees all the inherent advantages of the negative rapier technology, namely
higher production speed and less maintenance due to the reduced number of mechanical parts.
In addition, the R9500 ensures excellent efficiency and the best textile versatility in the market,
hence our definition of the Itema R9500 as “the most Positive, Negative rapier machine in the
market.”
The Itema rapiers have been customized to meet the demanding requirements of weavers, for example
by widening the rapiers, which feature more open angles to allow even the most coarse weft yarns to be
inserted.
The Itema R9500 can actually be equipped with two different rapier weft insertion systems:
• the SK Weft Transfer, engineered for speed, provides high performances and superior fabric
quality. With guided rapiers and hooks, it’s the ideal solution in case of fabrics such as denim and
cotton apparel
• the FPA—Free Positive Approach—Weft Transfer combines the versatility of a positive rapier
system with higher performances and efficiency, enabling to weave with endless creative possibilities
even the most sophisticated fabrics, which require delicate and special yarns such as chenille, lurex
and bouclé. Featuring a race board with no guiding elements in the shed, the FPA Weft Transfer
ensures a gentle and effective treatment of even the most delicate warp yarns. The FPA is the most
suitable rapier system to weave highly complex styles for furnishing, upholstery, silk and technical
fabrics, providing the versatility of a positive system without sacrificing the performances
ensured by the negative rapier insertion.
The positive approach of R9500, which makes the Itema rapier loom the undisputed market leader in
furnishing and technical applications, is furthermore assured by specific devices, namely the Motorized
Weft Cutter, the Weft Yarn Selector and the ISD—Independent Selvedge Device.
The Motorized Weft Cutter, developed by Itema and introduced on the market in 2001, is driven by
an independent motor allowing for different cutting times for each weft/color. Thanks to the Motorized
Weft Cutter, the weaver avoids the time-consuming exercise of meticulously finding the best possible
compromise to set one single cutting time for different types of weft yarns. The end results guaranteed
by the Itema Motorized Weft Cutter are much-improved efficiency and no weft stops due to incorrect
settings. Further benefits include weft waste optimization and a perfect weft insertion.
Considering that the weft insertion is a fully-integrated process, which involves, besides the rapiers, also
other strategic tools, it is worthwhile to mention the Itema Weft Yarn Selector—the most compact in its
category, which provides an easy handling of weft and warp yarns thanks to an optimized work area for
the operator.
Last but not least, the ISD—Independent Selvedge Device—provides an independent setting of the
auxiliary selvedges crossing and basic shedding patterns, thus leading to superior fabric quality due to
the fabric behavior which remains tense.
With Itema, the weaver can benefit from the advantages of both negative and positive rapier system:
be positive, weave negative, choose Itema.
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EVENTS
Although 2017 promised to be a much quieter year compared
to previous two years from the perspective of trade shows
and exhibitions, we at Itema are happy to report that it has
not been so for us.
Our colleagues traveled the world to be closer to Customers from
countries as far apart as Colombia (Colombiatex), Bangladesh
(DTG), Egypt (Egystitch), Ethiopia (ACITF), Turkey (EGETMF and KTM), Indonesia (IndoInterTex), Pakistan (IGATEX),
Germany (Techtextil) and the USA (Techtextil North America). On
a mission to be by Customers’ side and meet Mills in order to
demonstrate first-hand the latest-generation technology, Itema
rolled out a series of dedicated events under the name “ITEMA
INNOVATION ROADSHOW”.
Customers and Special Guests had the possibility to see and experience directly the latest-generation
weaving machines running live during special events in Turkey and in China

Bursa, Turkey
Date: 8–9 March 2017 · Host Mill: Itema Customer R.E ÖZ-ELİ · Technology: R9500 & A9500
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Denizli, Turkey
Date: 22 March 2017 · Technology: R9500terry & A9500

Pingdi, China
Date: 22–25 March 2017 · Technology: R9500denim & R9500p
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COMPANY INVESTMENT

The past four years have meant a major overhaul and wide-reaching
re-organization activities with the goal to streamline, optimize and modernize
the production facilities of Itema Group located around the world, from Colzate
to Zuchwil to Shanghai, in full compliance of Lean Manufacturing principles
Itema today is a leaner, meaner version of Itema in the past. All this is due to the vision, strong will and
determination of CEO, Carlo Rogora, who, shortly upon arrival five years ago, launched a major program
to overhaul the production and logistics flows within the Company.
Rogora, an experienced turnaround operations executive with a solid track-record, within a short period
of time, built a dedicated task force of “lean” professionals with the mandate to entirely rethink all the
Company’s flows related to production and logistics processes, to eliminate inefficiencies, in order to
bring immediate benefit to Itema Customers.
The ultimate objective was to increase Itema Group’s ability to meet Customer needs, ensuring the
necessary flexibility, agility and ability to quickly respond to changes in a highly variable market, reducing
lead time, whilst, at the same time, providing even better levels of service, quality and cost.
This is how Itema embarked on the arduous journey to streamline and to optimize the manufacturing
facilities around the globe, from Colzate in Italy to Zuchwil in Switzerland and all the way to Shanghai in
China. Now all Itema plants are real flaghsips of world-class manufacturing in full compliance of the most
stringent Lean Manufacturing principles.
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The “Lean” project initially focused on the Group’s main factory in Colzate spanning the entire process
from Mechanical Machining, Pre-Assembly, Assembly, and Quality Control. Shortly thereafter, Lean
Production’s implementation activities were rolled out also within the Shanghai assembly site, with a
view to increase the integration and standardization of processes at Group level. Last, but not least, a
dedicated team was put in place and charged with re-modernization of the ex-Sulzer plant in Zuchwil,
Switzerland, which still today produces the legendary projectile loom, revered worldwide by real
aficionados of this technology.
Efforts across all plants focused first on labor-intensive areas, with the aim of significantly reducing
throughput times, gradually making the switch from a push-type production to a pull-type logic that
ensures that every single step along the way leads to real value creation within the manufacturing
departments.
In order for this to happen, the Company had to rethink its own internal and external logistic flows, thus
involving, in addition to the Production area, also the Logistics and Purchasing areas.
The activities implemented have focused on the Pre-Assembly area and were later extended to the
Assembly department. In particular, efforts have concentrated on:
• Value stream mapping of the entire production process
• “5S” activity (where “5S” stands for a workplace organization method that uses a list of five Japanese
words: seiri, seiton, seiso, seiketsu and shitsuke, which can be translated from Japanese as “sort”,
“set in order”, “shine”, “standardize” and “sustain”)
• Re-layout of sub-groups of pre-assembly
• Implementation of internal kanban logic (“kanban” is an inventory system to control the supply chain
in order to achieve Just-In-Time manufacturing)
• Application of one-piece-flow concept internally to the pre-assembly job-shops
• Reviewing the logic of kitting and reorganizing internal logistic flows to the department.
The Itema Lean Manufacturing project set very challenging goals, both in terms of lead time, as well as
waste reduction and productivity improvements. In parallel with the lean manufacturing process, major
investments in the production plant through tailor-made CNC equipment were made, further boosting the
flexibility, the capacity and the capability of Itema plants.
The results so far speak for themselves, with more than doubling the production capacity of the existing
plants, thus being able to meet the constantly growing demand for Itema weaving machinery and to
ensure the shortest lead-time in the market.
But, we do not stop here. We continue proudly and committed on our way towards Lean Company
mentality for the sustained benefit of Itema Customers.
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WEAVING EXCELLENCE DIARIES
Meet our Brand Ambassador Mr Ajay Arora—
Managing Director of D’Decor—and discover
how Itema best-in-class weaving technology can
contribute to a Company’s success
SOMETIMES BUSINESS IS MORE THAN A MERE COMMERCIAL
EXCHANGE, BUT A REAL WIN-WIN RELATIONSHIP. THIS IS THE
CASE WITH D’DECOR, LOYAL CUSTOMER OF ITEMA, RENOWNED
WORLDWIDE FOR ITS SOPHISTICATED FURNISHING FABRICS
WOVEN—SINCE THE COMPANY’S INCEPTION—ON ITEMA RAPIER
WEAVING MACHINES
Listening to Mr Ajay Arora, D’Decor Managing Director, you immediately feel what’s behind D’Decor
success: the determination to offer its Customers only the best. And therein lies the profound link
between D’Decor and Itema. The cooperation between the two Companies dates back to 1999, when
D’Decor was founded in Tarapur, Maharashtra, India, starting its production of furnishing fabrics on the
Itema rapier Super Excel. Since then D’Decor has grown to become the world’s largest producer of soft
furnishing fabrics and has repeatedly shown its confidence in Itema by installing every year new weaving
machines. In 2013, D’Decor was one of the first companies in India to install Itema’s latest rapier model
R9500, testing its superior textile performances and higher machine efficiency and confirming—through
several repeat orders—the choice.
With an installed base of more than 400 Itema rapier machines in 5 state-of-the-art plants, D’Decor
produces everyday over 120,000 sqm of top quality fabrics for homes all around the world. The Itema
R9500 best-in-class rapier machine—in both SK Weft Transfer with guided hooks and FPA Weft Transfer
with no guiding hooks in the shed—allows D’Decor to weave a wide range of furnishing and curtain
fabrics, with no limitation of patterns and yarns, including coarse and delicate weft yarns such as lurex,
chenille and linen, just to name a few.
Watch the video and hear the story directly from the protagonist, Mr Ajay Arora
Read the full story here:
http://www.indiantextilemagazine.in/corporate-news/d-decors-stellar-role-in-home-furnishing-industry/
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Excellence is a matter of passion. It is what you get when you do things
not only well, but better. With pride, we introduce to you a selection of
10 among our Italian Customers, producing a vast range of sophisticated
and complex fabrics on Itema machines.
http://www.itemagroup.com/en/company/weaving-excellence/
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USABLE CONTENT

UPGRADE & CONVERSION KITS
are now available online on MY ITEMA portal in the new, dedicated
section “UPGRADE & CONVERSION KITS”
GIVE NEW LIFE TO WEAVING MACHINES
VISIT MY ITEMA TODAY
It is now easier than ever to order directly online and in your language exactly the spare parts and even
upgrade and conversion kits you require.

WHY UPGRADE KITS?
Upgrade kits ensure multiple benefits, including to name just a few:
• add/change functionalities of their existing looms,
• increase loom performance,
• improve user friendliness, and/or
• boost versatility by switching to production of new fabrics.
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HOW TO ORDER UPGRADE KITS?
You can easily access the Upgrade & Conversion Kits section, where you can:
1. search for the loom model you would like to upgrade,
2. choose from a ready-available list the type of conversion you are looking for,
3. download the PDF describing the kit selected
4. fill in the requested information.
Contact the Spare Parts Order Desk to request the correct code for the Upgrade Kits code for the
configuration desired:
• spareparts_it@itemagroup.com for Itema and ex-Promatech machines
• sparepartsservice@itemagroup.com for ex-Sulzer machines, including the P7300HP model.

DID YOU KNOW?
• SPARE PARTS PORTAL IS ONLINE in 8 languages (English, Italian, German, French, Spanish,
Portuguese, Turkish and Chinese)
• UP TO 5 USER ACCOUNTS PER COMPANY
• AUTOMATICALLY IMPORT A LIST OF ITEMS TO ORDER
• TRACK YOUR SPARE PARTS ORDER ONLINE
• ACCESS USER AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER
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